
THE BIGGEST ESTATE ON EARTH 

5. Eucalypt recovery from fire or drought:

Thredbo, NSW, 17 February 2006 

BG. Compare pictures 6, 9. 

These Snow Gums are regenerating from lignotubers after the hot January 2003 fire. Mallees 
too re-sprout like this: near Australia's coldest and hottest extremes eucalypts regrow simi
larly. In the background are gums twice this size, but really big gums are rare. Why, since 
the young gums are so dense? 

Snow Gum spacing varies with altitude. Near Canberra they grow in dense, tall stands 
at 1500 metres, are shorter, more branching and wide spaced at 1670 metres, and stunted, 
wide canopied and scattered at 1840 metres. In general the higher they are the tougher the 
conditions, the fewer they are, the more light each gets, and the more each spreads. 11 But 
these gums, crowded young trees visible, older trees at rear, big trees absent, are at the same 
altitude. The change is between generations. This suggests that fire was once more com
mon than it is now. 

Austraha s fitgfi country meadows are supposedly natural. This may be true ab��
�resent tree line (though don't assume it), but here gums have captured meadow. How did
tt become meadow? Why isn't it still, if it is natural? The obvious answ�r is a change from
regular to sporadic fire. 



Swamp Gum southwest of Scottsdale, Tasmania, January 2011 

Edwina Powell, Launceston. Compare pictures 2-4, r3-r6. 

ijght shapes eucalypts. In shade they grow straight, on a shade edge they bend and 

6-anch to the light, in light they spread. A eucalypt's shape is thus a history of its surrounds 

ch 3). Mountain Ash (Swamp Gum in Tasmania) is familiar as tall, straight forest in cool 

\'i!tt regions. Unlike most eucalypts it is fire sensitive. Its wet forests suffer fire rarely, but 

1th.en fire comes it is a raging furnace, and the trees die. T hen in the rich ash thousands of 

.seedlings race straight up, battling their neighbours for light. 

This Swamp Gum is about 210 years old. It is this shape because it lives in the open, 

\vith plenty of light. Why, if this species usually grows in dense thousands after fire? A 

wshfire would kill it and replace it with swathes of competing seedlings, whereas in a long 

Clbsence of fire this land becomes rainforest. Only centuries of controlled fire could burn 

nick adjacent rainforest without ever touching this fire sensitive tree. It is near springs on 

d.J'l. old walking track. It tells of Tasmanian management. 



Fred Duncan, FPB. Compare pictures r, 4, 6, r8, 2r-4, 40, 48. 

For help I thank Fred Duncan, Greg Taylor and Charles Burbury. 
A similar photo is the front cover of Tasforests 2, Dec r990. 

The big White Gum (Ribbon or Manna Gum on the mainland) was 200-300 years old in 

1985-6.7 Its branches spread, unlike the surrounding saplings which grow straight up, racing 

for light. Those fast-growing youngsters caught their parent, which first lost lower branches 

to the shade, then bent its next branches up to compete for light. This Gum began in the 

open, then adapted to forest. 

Open land typified this district in 1788.8 If trees grow there now, why not then? Soil, 

salt, climate or aspect do not explain the change. Fire does explain it, but not bushfires. Most 

big eucalypts survive them, as they prove each summer. Had bushfires keot this land clear. 
the big Gum would show more fire damage, there would be more big gums, and we would 

have to explain why bushfires stopped and let the saplings grow. The fires which made this 

landscape were deliberate, frequent and cool, preserving the big Gum and killing generations 

of its seedlings. 

The saplings were young in 1985-6, showing that trees can grow here, but for most of 

the big tree's life did not. The land remained open for about a century after the Tasmanians 

were dispossessed.9 Perhaps stock kept it so until a grazing break let the saplings take hold. 10 

They then shaded the grass. It is White Grass. It needs open land. Its presence among trees 

shows that once the country was open. Now it struggles, whereas in the open beyond it 

flourishes. 



Totems make clear how basic to the unity of creation an ecological perspective is. 

All must care for the land and its creatures, all must be regenerated by care and cere

mony, no soul must be extinguished, no totem put at risk, no habitat too much reduced. 

That mandate, not the theology, made land care purposeful, universal and predictable. 

This is true of every part, even what might seem untouched wilderness, and even where

ecologists today can' t see why. The parks and puzzles Europeans saw in 1788 were no 

accident.48 

Especially in the face of local omnipotence, a universal Dreaming was a great 

intellectual achievement. By so thoroughly implanting means and incentives to shackle 

body and soul to the survival of all things in heaven and earth, it made environmen

tal management obligatory. Its reach and power were evidenced late in 1830, when 

eight Tasmanians and two white men were seeking northeast Tasmanians still free. One 

white, George Robinson, hoped to persuade free people to leave their land for Swan 

Island, just off the coast. His party saw a lot of burnt land and a few tracks but no 

Tasmanians, until on 31 October they 'descried a smoke inland ... from its appear

ance the natives was burning off ' .  The party hurried forward, and late that day found 

tracks and 'the bush on fire for a considerable distance' .  Next day they came up to the 

Tasmanians. 

Four men and a woman were in camp. In all 69 people lived in the northeast, 
the hunted remnant of perhaps 700 people two decades before. The camp was led by 

Mannalargenna. He knew whites killed men and children and stole women, he knew 

Robinson's party was seeking his though not why, and he knew soldiers were hunting, 

for the Black Line, the military cordon bent on capturing every surviving Tasmanian, 

was under way. He knew too that smoke would betray his small band, yet still they fired 
the land, in the face of death toiling to do what perhaps ten times as many would once 

have done. Nothing shows so powerfully how crucial land care was. This was no casual 

urning. It was a mortal duty, a levy on the souls of brave men and women.49 

reammg as two rules: obey the Law, and leave the world as you found it
not better or worse, for God judges that, but the same. The first rule enforces and exists
for the second. Together they let place dominate time, and translate well understood
ecological associations into social relations-kin, marriage, diplomacy, trade and so on.
They apply the same relations and obligations to all creation, guarding the universe by
outlawing fundamental change, so making all creatures conservationist and conserva
tive. In most other societies an urge for change is so entrenched as to be thought natural,
nor is it clear that people entirely succeeded in leaving the world as they found it ( ch 11 ),
but they dedicated their lives to conserving what they inherited, and within the percep
tion of living generations gen
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At Sydney after 1788 the most determined resister of the English was Pemulwuy. 

He was not from Sydney Cove, but an inland group near Georges River. Why should 

he take on the strangers? Because his totem, like his name, was bhimul, earth. That 

was what he was defending. Again, the longest war any people fought against settlers 

was on the Hawkesbury. There in 1788 people now called Dharug received Governor 

Phillip hospitably, but in the 1790s his successors began concentrating farms on the 

flats. 'Dharug' may mean yam. The Hawkesbury's yams were a major totem and a 

staple famous among distant people. Governor Hunter may have glimpsed this when 

he wrote in 1793 that the Dharug 

appeared to live chiefly on the roots which they dig from the 

ground; for these low banks appear to have been ploughed up, as 

if a vast herd of swine had been living on them. We ... found the 

wild yam in considerable quantities, but in general very small, 

not larger than a walnut; they appear to be in the greatest plenty 

on the banks of the river; a little way back they are scarce. 



The farmers took land, yam, totem and trade. The clans fought back for 22 years, until 
all were dead or hiding. Few Europeans understood why they fought so hard, but the 
yams say.21 

They say not only, perhaps not mainly, because they were food. The were totem 
allies needing hel 

Sturt thought it 'a remarkable fact that we seldom or never saw weapons in the hands 
of any of the natives of the interior' .31 Mervyn Meggitt found 'little reason for all-out 
warfare between communities. Slavery was unknown; portable goods were few; and the 
territory seized in a battle was virtually an embarrassment to the victors, whose spiritual 
ties were with other localities.'32 

Religious sanction makes sense. Nothing is more powerful, but as explanation it 
misled observers into thinking that people subordinated or lacked ecological under
standing. On the New South Wales south coast in 1836 Alexander Berry told a visitor, 

the natives ... believe in transmutation, after death. This first claimed his 
notice, when he had wounded a Porpoise, which some Blacks, who were 
with him in the boat, tried to dissuade him from firing at. On landing, 
the men told the women what had been done, at which they made great 
lamentation; and he learned from them, that they regarded the Porpoises, 
as having been the ancient chiefs of the neighbourhood, who, when they 
died, had changed into these animals; and who, they said, drove fish on 
shore for them, sometimes whales, when the people were very hungry!JJ 

Porpoises did do that (ch 5); it was the explanation Berry baulked at, leading him to 
miss Abori inal knowledge of the practical benefits of porpoise conservation. 

l' Here, for the first time, I saw the blacks fishing. There were many 
hundreds along the beach with their towrows (nets) in hand. As soon as 
the shoal of fish appeared in the offing some two or three of the blacks 
would advance to the water's edge, and, striking the water with their 
spears as a signal to the porpoises to drive the fish into the bank-which 
signal the porpoises would instantly obey-the main body of blacks, some 
hundreds in number, would rush in with their towrows and dip up the 
fish ... The blacks even pretend to own particular porpoises, and nothing 
will offend them more than to attempt to injure one of their porpoises. 41 

"j 

Yet of all creatures they were most likely to unbalance creation, by increasing their 
population, so they limited their numbers. Long-term equitable resource use depended 
on this, otherwise sooner or later it would disintegrate, and in inevitable bad times people 
would confront catastrophe. Many laws and customs restricted family size, among them 
mobility, old marrying young, totem prohibitions and restrictions especially for women, 
abortion, dislike of twins, in extreme cases infanticide, and other 'powerful regula
tory mechanisms'. 62 Local populations remained stable enough to stay within country. 
There were no population-driven conquests, and almost no territorial expansion: desert 
Walpiri and food rich W iradjuri were rare exceptions.63 Naturally more people congre
gated on rich land, and some districts carried more people then than now,64 but they 
spread much more evenly over Australia, and nowhere were they crowded. 

This was deliberate. 
Even in plenty people reserved sanctuaries and imposed bans to counter scarcity (ch ro).
This is strikingly provident: most societies today, including people who call Aborigines
improvident, can't do it. Supporting fewer people than possible is a key feature of 178S:
It made resources abundant. 



Abundance was thus a precaution, but normal. People usually satisfied their mate
rial wants quickly, with less toil than all but privileged Europeans in 1788. It helped that 
they ate almost everything, many more foods than Europeans ate, perhaps a greater 
variety than any society on earth in 1788. Yet they ate nothing to scarcity or even short 
of plenty, and they could afford to prohibit food to host ceremonies for hundreds of 
guests, sometimes for months. Newcomers commented endlessly on plains rich with 
life, skies dark with birds, seas black with fish. In Tasmania Hardwicke reported places 
where 'Kangaroo are very numerous and easily caught' and 'in great abundance'.68 

From St Valentine's Peak, Hellyer 'saw kangaroos in abundance, and tracks of them 
in all directions' . 6 

oasts were carefully made. Recall Cook's 'lawns' (ch 1). A similar pattern cir

cled most of Tasmania, edged inland by forest with clearings up to the highlands, 
where grass, heath, eucalypts and rainforest alternated (picture 37 ). On the Vasse near 
Busselton (WA) Nicholas Baudin described a coast common in 1788. Inside coastal 
dunes the land was 

completely covered with scrub and stubby trees of various kinds. Next, one 
finds a plain, about a short quarter-league [1 km] in extent, ending at the 
edge of an immense forest that offers a most pleasant view ... The plain 
just mentioned is scattered throughout with full-grown trees ... There 
were so many traces of fire everywhere and the paths were so well-worn, 
that it looked to me as if this place were much frequented ... As we 
crossed the plain, we encountered a fairly large number of quail.3 

Tasmania and-the mainland can each be seen as one template system, island-wide, 
for given the Law a system could not terminate. It was inescapably co-operative. Like 
templates had to be not too many or too few, too close or too far. They had to rec
oncile sometimes delicate and conflicting interests: predator vs prey, fireweed vs seed 
eater, annual herb vs perennial feed. Was a template for hunting, harvesting, camping 
or sanctuary? Was a ceremony planned or completed? How normal was the weather, 
how experienced the fire managers? What should be done if it was time to burn grass for 

kangaroos or yams, but its lizards or bees had had a bad year? Neighbours and totems 
must negotiate. The very existence of totems evokes the centrality and flexibility of fire 
in Aboriginal thinking, because totems assume that people and animals have power to 
make pivotal decisions about the environment, and that ritual plus burning or not burn

ing implements those decisions. This sensibly assumes country laid out to empower 
totems and enforce the template system, for in every place the Law decreed which 
template and totem had priority. 

Siting templates was not simple. Templates for plants might divert and disperse 
animals; templates for animals must be away from crops (ch rn): there was no point in 
having a crop eaten, or in luring animals to places people re ularl distur�d. 

At Albany and across Australia, Sylvia Hallam neatly reflects the importance of 
templates: 

Aboriginal Australian people, through a long prehistory, used fire as a tool 
to create, conserve and exploit fine-grained habitat mosaics; thus increasing 
bio-diversity and developing a raised carrying capacity; allowing increased 

____ human numbers; leading to further diversified and intensified usage, in a 
positive feedback spiral; and/or to mechanisms of demographic restraint. 11s
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Every year or so Murray and Edward (NSW ) people alternated the camping and sanc
tuary sides of swamps, and Murrumbidgee people 

invariably set aside some parts to remain as breeding-places or 
animal sanctuaries. Where there were plains by a river, a part was left 
undisturbed for birds that nested on the ground. They did the same 
thing with lagoons, rivers, billabongs for water-birds and fish. There 
once was a great sanctuary for emus at Eunonyhareenyha, near Wagga 
Wagga. The name means 'The breeding-place of the emus' -the emu's 
sanctuary ... The law of sanctuary in regards to large or wide breeding
grounds, such as Ganmain or Deepwater, where once there were miles 
and miles of swamps ... was that each year a part of the area could be 
hunted or fished, but not the same part two seasons in succession. 21 

People were so affluent and provident that they could declare fauna sanctuaries. 
Lindsay remarked of South Alligator (NT) people, 'Portions of the country are con
served for two or three years to allow the game and reptiles to increase. Then, about 
August, a tribe will visit the spot, and by setting fire to the grass in patches will find 
abundance offood.'16 'For several years before a gathering in mass' , Gilmore wrote, 'no 
kangaroos, possums, or wild fowl were hunted or disturbed round the area devoted to 
the meeting.' 17 Permanent sanctuaries might be in places difficult to harvest, like gorges, 
but most were on the best regenerating localities, usually totem sites. ,--

___, 

To grow grain, people chose water margins or overflows, in dry places blocked 
channels to extend them, burnt ground preferably before rain (ch 6), spread seed,
watched the season to know when to return, reaped the crop by pulling or stripping 
with stone knives, dried, threshed and winnowed the grain, and stored it in skin bags 
or pounded it 'between stones with water, forming a kind of paste or bread'.f 

Seed was easily transplanted and traded (ch 5). Bush Tomato, Desert Raisin and 
other Solanums were traded 'beyond their normal range'.86 Northeast of Alice Springs, 
Aruabara 

was not entirely a natural garden. Before the rains came, the local 
people used fire to promote the growth of some plants. They protected 
other patches, and seeded the fired patches and some other areas. 
The seeds, carried in emu feather containers called apwas, were 
exchanged as gifts at major gatherings. They were scattered near 
soakage waters or other sites favourable to the oarticular species.87 

For many crops either fire or no fire was essential. W ithout fire, grass or bracken 
smothers murnong, but cool, well-timed burns extend its range. People burnt ripe tubers 
about early summer. This timing would destroy grain coming into head: grain-growing 
people burnt after the late summer harvest, and as seed was sprouting in autumn or 
winter-timely smoke increases Native Millet germination from about 8 per cent to 
63 per cent/ In South Australia the 'wealth and variety' of Ngarrindjeri resources 

was affirmed by 'the fact that twenty types of food were forbidden to young men, and 
thirteen types were forbidden to boys ... these ... were considered relatively easy to 
obtain, so were reserved for older, less vigorous people' . 14 Carpentaria people could not 
hunt in the country of someone recently dead. Ronald and Catherine Berndt concluded 
that conservation 



was much more widespread than is realized. Their intimate knowledge of the 
growth of various creatures, as well as of the increase of vegetable and other 
plants and trees, led many of them to realize that conservation was essential 
even in times of plenty. They could not a:fford to be careless ... there 
are· also cases of Aborigines sprinkling seeds around or preserving certain 
valuable trees; or saying, for instance, 'The stingray are breeding just 
now, we won't kill any for food until the new ones have grown.'•s 

No doubt mo-year droughts and rogue fires helped teach this wisdom, but only affluent 
societies can afford such lavish restraints. 

Like warran, species were transplanted. In northern South Australia people dis
tributed vine cuttings, and Carpentaria people moved water lilies, though only within 
the same clan area, otherwise the lilies would not be kin.79 In Victoria Cabbage Palm 
'is the only Palm found wild ... and legend affirms it was even there introduced by 
Aborigines',80 and coastal pigface was traded to the Grampians where it still grows in 
rock shelters. 81 Transplanting is 'a possible explanation for the discontinuous distribu
tion of bunya pine'.82 At Kungathan on Cape York, 37 edible plant species grew in a 300 
x 100 metre patch. It was near camps, distinct from adjacent vegetation, and carefully 
burnt. 83 In north Australia there is a 'consistent association of edible fruit trees and old 
camp sites'. People throw tree seeds into litter at camp edges, knowing the compost 
grows them. 'All the same gardeny', one man said. Rhys Jones observed, 'You can pre
dict a camp by the vegetation ... [Native Apple] would be growing north of the central 
casuarina because that is the shade when the fruit is ripe in January ... dry season fruit 
trees like Pandanus and Terminalia are to the south of it.'84 Coconuts, figs and shade 
trees were planted, owned and sometimes protected by clearings. 85 

The two main crop groups were tubers, bulbs, roots, rhizomes and shoots (here
after tubers), and grain. Tubers were easier to gather and better to eat. People grew 
them where it was wet enough: from most coasts as far inland as water would sustain 
them, and in wet places elsewhere. Grain, particularly Native Millet, was a supplement 
or staple in places without enough tubers or other plant food. In general dry places grew 
grain; elsewhere grew tubers. Either might cover many hectares or be in small niches. 
Agriculture spread more widely over Australia than now. 

Yams such as warran and murnong declare their farming heritage. Cape York 
people know that replanting tops not only ensures more yams, but leads to a 'multiple
ended tuber', a 'mother yam, which is especially succulent' .s0 Many accounts mention 
replanting tops,5' but people did much more. Ubrran and murnong pref�r open grass
land thinned by fire, and to flourish in the millions they did in 1788 they need soft soil, 
seasonally dug over. In season women spent hours a day tilling, replanting, transplant
ing a�d weeding. In Western Australia they du warran paddocks over man s uare 
miles. 
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'There is a nutritious root which they eat and are fond of', a settler near Melbourne told 
a Select Committee in 1845, 

that, I think, has greatly diminished, from the grazing of sheep 
and cattle over the land, because I have not seen so many of the 
flowers of it in the spring as I used to see. It bears a beautiful 

ellow flower. The native name of this root is 'murnong' ... 



Within a few decades koalas were a plague. In 1844 Robinson thought them 'in 
places abundant' in Gippsland; 30 years later they were a pest there. On the Goulburn 
(Vic) no-one reported them in the 1840s; by 1870 there were 'thousands' . Around Bega 
(NSW) they were not noted by the earliest settlers, common by 1860, and in streets 
and gardens from the 1880s until 1905. At Port Stephens (NSW) no-one thought koa
las common until the 1890s. In southeast Queensland early Europeans occasionally 
noted them; after 1900 millions of skins were sold there, including a million in 1919 and 
584,738 in one month in 1927.4 3 

Other species multiplied. Crocodiles may have been fewer in 1788 than in 1888 
and now. On the Murray in 1856 Gerard Krefft listed all the district's animals and 
birds, but not wombats, later common there. In 1788 possums were common, in 
places a staple. 'White fellow shoot ' em like possum' , Wiradjuri said in telling Rolf 
Boldrewood how readily settlers killed their people. Possum numbers exploded after 
1788. By the 1870s they were killing forests by eating new leaves, and Riverina 
station hands could shoot them without leaving camp. Emus range widely and 
in some parts of the Centre did so in 1788,44 but in woodland they seem to have 
been restricted to particular plains, and not numerous there. Rolls pointed out that 
Leichhardt's hundred or so at Seven Emu River was thought a big mob. By the 188os 
New South Wales governments and pastoralists were annually paying bounties on 
thousands of birds and eggs. Forrest saw only odd birds south of the Murchison (WA) 
in 1874, but by the 1920s the district carried tens of thousands. Western Australia 
built over 300 miles of fence, paid a beak bounty, and in the 1930s called in the 
army with machine-guns to cull the birds, with no success. In the 1880s New South 
Wales declared noxious kangaroos, wallabies, kangaroo rats, pademelons, wombats, 
bandicoots, possums, emus, eagles, hawks, crows and dingos. None were thought 
numerous when settlers arrived.4 s 

Why these increases? After 1788 stock shortened the grass, increasing feed for 
native grazers, but so far the only explanation common to all increases is that until 1788 
animal numbers were kept low by human or dingo predation.46 Yet dingos too were 
uncommon in 1788 and increased later, including by eating grazers.47 Only people were 
fewer, decimated by germs and guns. This mattered, but so did its companion change 
to settler land management and the collapse of the templates. 

Trade webs meshed thousands of kilometres, 'among the world's most extensive 
systems of human communication recorded in hunter-gatherer societies' .s3 Dieri people 
east of Lake Eyre (SA) visited places at least 800 kilometres apart, desert people walked 
or months for Parachilna (SA) ochre. On the Finke in 1870 Christopher Giles found in a 
rainmaker's bag 'a curious example of extremes meeting. Here was a boy's marble from 
Adelaide, handed on and bartered from tribe to tribe ... and side by side with it a pearl 
shell from the extreme north coast, obtained originally most likely from the Malays.'54 

Kimberley and Torres Strait shell and Daly River (NT) goods went through the Great 
Sandy Desert to the Nullarbor coast, and Papuan shell reached western New South 
Wales. Any 1 em might go anywhere.ss 

Songs anci ceremonies were traded, sometimes travelling 'a thousand miles in a 
very shon period'.56 'Picked men may be sent to a distant tribe· ust for the sake of learn
ing [a dance] ... ' ,  



edentism as a pre-requisite 

[to farming]', Yen wrote, 'remained undeveloped in Aboriginal society as did well

developed hierarchical social systems.' 11
6 About 1822 Berry put both pre-requisites, one 

directly, the other unconsciously, to a Shoalhaven man: 

I asked him if they could not erect houses for themselves like the men's 
huts which would afford them better protection from the weather than a 

sheet of bark. He replied that they no doubt could do so-and that such 
Huts would afford them better Shelter-but that it would not suit their 
mode of life-that it was necessary for them constantly to change their 
place of residence in search of the means of subsistence and that their 
means of subsistence had become more scanty since the country had been 

occupied by white men-that the sheep and cattle eat all the grass in 
consequence of which Kangaroos had become very scarce-and that they 

now lived chiefly on squirrels and opossums and such small animals.117 

Berry missed both hints-people did not want to be servants, and they managed kan

garoos better than he did. They had no reason to keep within fences. 

They ignored not only Europeans. In the north they knew about farmers. Cape 

York people traded with Torres Strait gardeners, and Arnhem Landers watched 

Macassans and Baijini from the Indies till land and plant rice, tamarind and Coconuts, 
build stone houses, wear cloth, make pottery and feed domestic fowls, dogs and cats. 

Some visited the Indies. "8 None copied either group, instead maintaining typical 

Australian templates. If anything, people farmed more often beyond the range of these 

northern groups than within it, and if anything, hunter-gathering can as readily be seen 
as moving north from Cape York as farming moving south. 119 120 

Many people did live in villages, but most only when harvesting-not, as 
Berry hoped, to be civilised as cheap labour. The villages best known now were by 
Victoria's eel farms. Lake Condah's .stone houses could hold about 700 people, and 
near Mt William were 'fixed residences: at one village were thirteen large Huts
they are warm and well constructed ... One Hut measured IO feet diameter by five 

feet high, an_d sufficiently strong for a man on horseback to ride over.' 

Matthew Marsh recalled, 'There is a kind of gentlemanlike ease about [their] man

ners. Not all the drill sergeants in Europe can make a man hold himself as the savage 
<.\ es, who never has stooped to a desk or a plough. There is also a natural grace about 
th ·r carriage.' 17 In 1844 Simpson stated, 'they are in general a good natured, cheer

ful race, by no means deficient in intelligence, but having few wants, they consider 
encrea ed comforts dearly purchased by encreased toil and the abandonment of that' 
merry r kless life they lead in the wilds of Australia'.18 In 1845 a New South Wales 
Select Committee asked Reverend William Schmidt, 

Wm they conscious of inferiority to the whites, or did they fancy their 

own mode pf life the most pleasant and best? From some of their own 

expressions, I judged that they considered themselves superior to us. 
Do you mean that they consider themselves superior to the whole of the 

white race, or to those they saw in the condition of convicts? To the whole; 
they preferre their mode of living to ours; when they have accompanied 
us on some of our journeys, they have expressed the opinion, that 
they were our masters in the bush, and our servants at the stations; 

,___ __ they pitied us that we troubled ourselves with so many things. 1 9 




